
Mathematis 304 { Ordinary Di�erential EquationsDisussion/Lab 3 { The Competitive LifeNovember 12-15, 2004BakgroundIn this assignment, we will ontinue to study a model for the ompetition of two speiesof organisms in an environment with �nite resoures. We will also onsider the e�et of\harvesting" one of the speies.As we disussed last week one general form of ompetitive speies models (withoutharvesting) looks like this. Call the population levels of the two speies x; y (funtions oftime, t). We will assume that:� If either speies is not present (that is if either x = 0 or y = 0), then the populationof the other hanges aording to a logisti growth law. That is, if y = 0 the growthof x is approximately exponential if x is small but there is a �nite arrying apaity(maximum sustainable population) for x. So the population of x will tend to level o�at some M as t!1. Similarly for y if x = 0.� The interation between the two speies x and y is desribed by damping terms (neg-ative) in the two equations. If y > 0, then there is a damping e�et on the growth ofx, and vie versa.The simplest model that satis�es both of these assumptions is a system of 1st orderODE:(1) � dxdt = ax(M1 � x)� bxydydt = y(M2 � y)� dxy:The a; b; ; d;M1;M2 in (1) are positive onstants reeting the properties of the two speiesindividually and their interation. For example, the �bxy term in the �rst equation de-sribes the damping e�et that a positive value of y has on the growth of x. If y = 0,then dxdt = ax(M1� x) is a logisti equation, and M1 represents the maximum sustainablepopulation (arrying apaity of the environment) for x if y = 0. Similarly in the seondequation.Our goal is to determine when it is possible for the two speies to stably oexist, andonversely what onditions ensure that one speies always drives the other to extintion(ultimately, by deriving onditions on the onstants a; b; ; d that will say whih outome ispredited by the model). Our tools will be the general results we have developed onerning�rst order autonomous systems, linearization at a equilibrium point, solutions of �rst orderlinear systems with onstant oeÆients, and so forth.There will be two portions of the assignment { a preliminary group disussion daytoday, followed by a lab day next Monday in SW 219 where we will plot some partiularexamples using Maple and study their behavior.
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Disussion QuestionsA) The �rst question you will need to address is: What should stable oexistenemean, inmathematial terms? Certainly oexistene should imply that the populations of thetwo speies stay onstant (or maybe almost onstant) over an extended time interval.The stability should say that the populations will evolve toward oexistene levels ifthey start at a nearby point in the phase plane. So, in mathematial terms, what arewe looking for?B) For example, onsider the following systems of the form (1) representing two di�erentompetitive senarios between two speies:1) � dxdt = x(2� x)� xydydt = y(3� y)� 2xy2) � dxdt = 2x(3� x)� xydydt = 2y(3� y)� xyFor eah system, �nd the equilibrium points, ompute the linearization of the systemat eah one and determine the type of the equilibrium point by examining eigenvaluesand eigenvetors of the linearized system. Then, \put your loal pitures at eahequilibrium point together" to guess the overall form of the phase portrait (the shapesof the solution urves) for the system.Here's one additional tool that may help you to visualize what the solutions aredoing. The urves in the xy phase plane where dx=dt = 0 and dy=dt = 0 separatelyare alled nulllines of the system. At all points on the dy=dt = 0 nullline, dy=dx =(dy=dt)=(dx=dt) = 0. What does this say about the solution urve through one of thesepoints? Similarly, at all points on the dx=dt = 0 nullline, dy=dx = (dy=dt)=(dx=dt) isunde�ned. What does that say about the solution urve through one of those points?Key Question: Should the 2 ompeting speies be able to oexist stably in either ofthese ases?C) Find all the equilibrium points of a general system (1) (in terms of the a; b; ; d;M1;M2).How many di�erent equilibrium points an systems of the form (1) have? (There aretwo possibilities { be sure you �nd them both.) Are all of the equilibrium pointsalways relevant for our questions here?D) From the information you have now, you should be able to answer the followingquestion: Could a pair of speies ompeting aording to (1) ever oexist at severaldi�erent of population levels? Or is there just one oexistene population level foreah speies? 2



Lab QuestionsE) Use the Maple phaseportrait ommand to generate plots of the trajetories for bothof the systems from question B above. See the handout from lass on November 10(available on the ourse homepage) for information on the form of this ommand.Compare with your theoretial preditions from the linearizations (question B).F) \Harvesting" one speies means removing some number from the population (e.g. asa result of humans hunting that speies for food or sport). If the speies x is harvestedat a onstant rate h > 0 per unit time, we might hange the model (1) to(2) � dxdt = ax(M1 � x)� bxy � hdydt = y(M2 � y)� dxy)For example onsider the ase:� dxdt = x(1� 4x� y)� hdydt = y(1� 5x� 2y)For h = 0; 1=32; 5=32 determine the equilibrium points and disuss their types andstability with our linearization methods. Then use Maple to plot the phase portraitsand hek your work. In eah ase, disuss the impliations of the model (2) { whathappens to eah speies?Putting it All TogetherG) Write a short essay (two or three paragraphs at most) addressing the following ques-tion: When is it possible for two speies evolving aording to (1) (that is { with-out \harvesting") to stably oexist, and onversely what onditions ensure that onespeies always drives the other to extintion? What onditions on the onstantsa; b; ; d;M1;M2 say whih outome is predited by the model? Explain your onlu-sions by refering to the general alulations from question C and the the examplesfrom questions B and E.AssignmentGroup disussion and lab write-ups due no later than Monday, November 22.
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